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The worst dressed in the NHL
These uniforms will make you want to claw out your eyes—Oedipus-style
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The prevalence of purple and teal in 
today’s NHL is ridiculous. We blame 
the San Jose Sharks. Back in 1991, the 
Sharks offset teal with black for one 
of the coolest jerseys of all time and 
made millions despite putting a glori-
fied AHL team on the ice. Then, the 
Anaheim Mighty Ducks took the teal, 
added some purple and made even 
more millions, not because the jersey 
was cool, but because of cross-market-
ing with their movie franchise. Hell, 
we all wanted to be Charlie Conway. 
Today, ugly jerseys run rampant in the 
NHL, and with honourable mention 
to every European billboard jersey 
that comes out every spring with the 
Spangler Cup, and the horrific striped 
jerseys that Chicago and Detroit broke 
out in the early ’90s that featured 
prominently on our Pro Set hockey 
cards, here are the Gateway’s picks for 
worst NHL uniforms.

Ross Prusakowski

When I was of a young age, before 
I found culture and developed my 
worldliness, there was a time when I 
used to look upon the various concoc-
tions brought to my plate by Captain 
Highliner as cuisine. Yet—even when 
I was young and dumb and could 
manage to stomach his frozen death 
sticks—I couldn’t stomach the New 
York Islanders “Captain Highliner” 
jersey—a jersey that without a doubt 
is the worst jersey in all of hockey and 
sports history.

Sure, the Islanders play on an island, 
but they are hardly surrounded by fish-
ermen—Nassau county, where the Isles 
make there home, is the sixth richest 
county per capita in the United States. 
It’s hard to be fearsome to opponents 
and a rallying image for fans when your 
logo is better known on fish stick boxes. 
Additionally, Cap’n Islander is clutching 
a hockey stick in a manner that makes 
him seem better suited for an “I Know 
What You Did Last Summer” prequel 
than a hockey game.

Compound the misguided logo with 
wavy lines at the bottom of the jersey 
and a horrid colour scheme that was a 
revolting departure from their classic, 
cup-winning orange, white and blue, 
and you’re likely to get seasick.

Trevor Phillips

In the mid-’90s, the NHL was coming 
out of a strike that cost them half a 
season and the play was being domi-
nated by slow, boring, defensive-
minded hockey. The league decided to 
go with alternate jerseys as a way to 
boost revenue and make games more 
attractive. Of course, this resulted 
in the most repulsive sweaters ever 
produced. Though there were some 
dastardly jerseys, (like the shiver-
inducing New York Islander Highliner 
jersey), the winner has to be the Los 
Angeles Kings’ Purple King Head of 
1995. 

The head, which looks more like a 
modern-day King of Oompa-Loompas 
than Poseidon, is blown-up, grape 
Bubbalicious style, and stuck to the 
upper left corner of the shirt. Then, 
a gray sash, or something that looks 
like a gray sash, is draped over the 
shoulder to give it a regal quality. All 
it really did was make it look royally 

ridiculous. Then the already atrocious 
old Kings logo was put on the shoul-
der. Essentially, the jersey was fucking 
disgraceful. Devoid of any tradition, 
class or even attraction, it was aban-
doned for the purple pieces of crap 
that the Kings wear now. 

Nick Frost

Throughout the ’90s, the NHL was 
notorious for having teams with some 
piss-poor uniforms. However, after 
looking at the Mighty Ducks third 
jersey from 1995/96, I can say, with-
out hesitation, that it is undoubtedly 
the motherfugliest of them all. Aside 
from obvious faults—white shoulder 
bars, a lame attempt at a sharp font, 
and the fact that similar styles can 
be found in the bargain bin at your 
local Zellers—this jersey rubs me the 
wrong way for two main reasons. 

First, a jersey should not have 
a National Geographic documen-
tary happening anywhere on it. On 
Anaheim’s monstrosity, there is a sheet 
of ice circling around the bottom and, 
on the front—for all you nature lovers 
out there—we catch a glimpse of their 
mascot, Wild Wing, in a duck’s typical 
winter ritual (apparently): busting out 
of water, from below ice, at sub-zero 
temperatures that probably should’ve 
killed it, wearing Arturs Irbe’s goalie 
equipment.

Secondly—and, if this isn’t a rule of 
thumb already, it desperately needs to 
be—I don’t know if anyone’s noticed, 
but there’s a jersey within this jersey. 
Wild Wing just happens to be wear-
ing Anaheim’s 1995/96 home uniform 
on this jersey. I can’t even begin to for-
mulate words for how stupid that idea 
was. Simply put, you don’t put a picture 
of one of your jerseys on one of your 
other jerseys. It’s like putting a decal 
of a brand-new Porsche on the hood 
of a brand-new Porsche; who in their 
fucking mind would do such a stupid 
thing? Disney. Fuck Emilio Estevez.

Andrew Renfree

The ugliest jersey in any real sport 
has got to be the Vancouver Canucks 
from 1978–1987. During this decade 
of ugliness, the home jersey was 80 
percent bright yellow, including the 
helmets. Here’s a good rule of thumb 
with uniforms: yellow should be used 
sparingly, if at all. Unless you’re win-
ning the Tour de France, yellow just 
doesn’t look good.   

As if the bumblebee imitation 
wasn’t enough, Vancouver’s attire was 
even uglier because of the v-shaped 
stripes—one black, one red and 
another black—around the neck of 
the jersey. The away attire that fans in 
other arenas were subjected to was a 
bit better, being mostly black but with 
the same v motif around the neck. 
Canucks’ fans of this era argue that the 
Vs stood for Vancouver. I figure it stood 
for vile, because that basically sums up 
how aesthetically pleasing this garb 
was. This jersey seemed even uglier 
because, prior to that, the Canucks 
wore one of the greatest jersey’s of all 
time: nobody can beat the blue jersey 
with the rectangular stick logo for the 
crest. So simple, yet so majestic.  

Adam Gaumont

While many of the eyesores brought 
up already are all deserving nominees, 
I feel that the cumulative magnitude 
of suck put forth by the Vancouver 
Canucks’ organization over the years 
merits the dubious distinction of a 
Lifetime Achievement Award for Jersey 
Assiness.

It all started in the 1970/71 season, 
when the Canucks’ inaugural blue-and-
white jerseys were revealed. Featuring 
a dark blue crest and the shoddy like-
ness of a straight-bladed hockey stick, 
this was perhaps the most uninspired 
design in the Canucks’ sorry history of 
hideous on-ice garb. 

Vancouver then took a wild depar-
ture, opting for a stomach-churning 
harvest-gold colour, presumably to 
match the fridges and stoves of the 
same hue that were all the rage at the 
time. Literally a V-necked cut, these 
sweaters were seemingly designed by 
someone who threw up on themselves 
while wearing a triangular bib.

Slightly less eye-gouging was the 
Pavel Bure-era version, which per-
sisted against all odds well into the rel-
ative modernity of 1997. At this point 
the black, red and mustard colours 
(also known as “burnt hotdog”), 
along with its blindingly illegible 
streaked crest, were ousted in favour 
of the Can-sucks’ current incarna-
tion, featuring the unimposing white, 
blue, and maroon colour pattern and 
inexplicably angry blue whale. These 
G-rated getups wouldn’t scare off a 
team of nine-year-old ringette players, 
let alone hulking 6’6” defencemen. 
No wonder thugs like Bertuzzi and 
Jovanovski wanted out.
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